Machine Downtime Tagging
Increase availability by identifying and eliminating root causes of downtime

Ensure equipment availability by identifying and correcting the painful root causes of loss in your operations. Our Downtime Tagging solution provides the tools you need to understand equipment issues and prevent further downtime.

With Downtime Tagging, you get consistent and accurate insights that drive impactful corrective actions, improving your Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE).

Downtime Tagging key benefits:

- Enrich sensor and machine data sets with real-time operator insight.
- Reduce non-value-added work with immediate line-side tagging.
- Eliminate the guesswork by uncovering hidden losses.
- Enrich digital downtime data records right at your machine.
- Highlight root causes to understand losses related to downtime.
- Eliminate paperwork and time-consuming data entry.
- Track process-related downtime, even without PLC connectivity.
- Feed and train your machine-learning engine for predictable outcomes.
- Ensure data integrity with timely and consistent downtime tags.
- Complete the tag in as little as three to five seconds on any device.
- Get full integration with ERPs, historians, quality management systems, etc.

Know why it failed.
Improve performance by understanding losses.

Enrich data
Reduce downtime
Increase reliability
Reduce operational expense
Achieve planned outcomes
Xalt’s Downtime Tagging solution is a tailored, mobile solution that delivers layers of detail at your discretion, seamlessly integrates with your ERP, feeds into a native analytics tool and eliminates the need for dual entry.

Move beyond inefficient paper-based downtime codes! Our solution lets you elevate machine operators and their observations by giving them ownership and autonomy to provide valuable insights. You’ll capture the full picture of what’s happening to your machines and why, preventing future losses while protecting your revenue and reputation.

To learn more about Xalt’s Downtime Tagging Solution and to review our solutions portfolio visit [www.hexagonxalt.com](http://www.hexagonxalt.com).

---

**This [Downtime Tagging] is revealing previously hidden losses...We had been guessing at our OEE score; now we have to face the reality of our true performance...Now that we know how we’re performing, there is accountability to improve.”**

- VP of Operations

---

**Accelerate your digital transformation**

Hexagon is a global leader in digital solutions that improve productivity and quality for manufacturing, infrastructure, safety and mobility applications. We create Smart Digital Realities that empower the future of autonomy across production and urban ecosystems.

Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace challenges with the industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored solutions.